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Abstract This study examines the responses of Arctic mixed-phase stratocumulus boundary layer to sea
ice cover variability near the sea ice margins using large eddy simulations. The simulations are conducted
for two different atmospheric conditions, based on observations from the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic
Ocean Experiment (SHEBA) (100% sea ice-covered) and the Mixed-Phase Arctic Cloud Experiment (M-PACE)
(open ocean). The effect of sea ice cover variability is investigated for both atmospheric conditions by
conducting a series of simulations prescribed with varying amounts of sea ice cover and no large-scale
advection. As sea ice cover amount decreases, the SHEBA boundary layer deepens and becomes decoupled.
The relative strength of turbulence driven by surface heating to that driven by cloud top radiative cooling
increases. Cloud ice and snow grow more efficiently than cloud liquid with moisture transported from
the lower boundary layer. On the other hand, as sea ice cover amount increases, the M-PACE boundary layer
becomes shallower and more coupled with the surface as turbulence mainly driven by cloud top radiative
cooling. Moisture supply from the surface is reduced, while cloud droplets are generated from turbulence
at cloud top with little ice formation. In both atmospheric conditions, the boundary layer turbulence structure
is modified according to change in the relative strength of boundary layer turbulent sources as sea ice
amount changes, resulting in the growth/decay of the cloud layer. Simulations with smaller sea ice cover
amounts are associated with more cloud ice but not necessarily more cloud liquid.

1. Introduction

The Arctic sea ice cover is crucial to regional and global climate variability through the ice-albedo feedback,
and the Arctic clouds play an important role in the regional radiation budget. The global temperature trend is
amplified in the Arctic region (Holland & Bitz, 2003; Serreze et al., 2009), partially because the sea ice melting
exposes larger areas of ocean to solar radiation, causing further temperature increase, ice melting, and
surface flux enhancement (e.g., Perovich et al., 2008; Serreze & Francis, 2006). The cloud-related processes,
especially those of low-level mixed-phase clouds, are considered crucial to the accelerated ice decline, due
to their impact on the Arctic surface energy budget (Bennartz et al., 2013; Francis & Hunter, 2006).

As a substantial contributor to Arctic low cloud fraction, persistent Arctic mixed-phase stratocumulus (AMPS)
clouds are observed to occur frequently, especially during the spring and autumn transition seasons (Shupe,
2011). The boundary layer turbulence plays a key role in modulating the AMPS cloud properties and thermo-
dynamic structure (see review by Morrison et al., 2012). In addition, it has been noticed that changes in large-
scale advection could cause the transition of an AMPS boundary layer between coupled and decoupled
states (Shupe et al., 2013; Sotiropoulou et al., 2014), and the entrainment of moist air at cloud top may
prolong the cloud lifetime for some long-lived AMPS clouds (Morrison et al., 2012; Solomon et al., 2011). In
the absence of large-scale advection of moisture over the cloud top, the change of sea ice cover amount is
one of the most important factors for the evolution of AMPS boundary layer. Over 100% sea ice cover, the
turbulence generated by the surface has little impact on AMPS cloud processes, compared to that generated
from the cloud top cooling as the cloud topped boundary layer is fully coupled. In contrast, the change of sea
ice cover amount may significantly alter the AMPS boundary layer, for example, deepening the boundary
layer and decoupling the cloud layer from the surface, due to the increase in surface temperature and turbu-
lent fluxes as sea ice cover amount decreases.

The sensitivity of AMPS clouds to the changing sea ice cover amount is often difficult to diagnose from obser-
vations, since different data sets and analysis methods may yield inconsistent results. For example,
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examination of reanalysis data indicates that sea ice retreat is associated with a decrease in low-level cloud
amount, since cloud layer rises due to the change of vertical temperature structure (Schweiger et al.,
2008). However, active-sensor satellite observations show that cloud amount decreases for clouds below
the 500 m level and increases for higher clouds between 800 and 1,800 m during the period of sea ice
melting (Palm et al., 2010). Climate model projections show that the sea ice decline in autumn is
associated with more low cloud amount, more liquid in cloud, and thus higher cloud emissivity (Vavrus,
Holland, & Bailey, 2011). Field campaigns over the sea ice margin areas could identify the decoupling
states to the depth of the boundary layer but were unable to attribute the different states to changes in
surface fluxes or sea ice cover amounts (Sotiropoulou et al., 2014).

1.1. Satellite Data Evidence

We first perform an exploratory analysis, in order to estimate the relationship between sea ice extent, cloud
cover, and boundary layer structure, using satellite observations and reanalysis over the region bounded by
the 70°N and 81°N latitudinal bands. Collocated satellite properties, for the July 2006 to June 2010 period, are
taken from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO), CloudSat, Clouds
and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
denoted as C3M, merged data set (Kato et al., 2010), with a horizontal resolution of approximately 20 km
(CERES instrument footprint) and a vertical resolution of 120 m. The C3M data set has been previously used
in Taylor et al. (2015) to examine the relationship between Arctic cloud properties and sea ice cover amount
according to the seasonality and lower tropospheric stability. In addition, we utilize equivalent potential tem-
perature (θe) profiles from the Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA)
(Rienecker et al., 2011) to explore changes in the boundary layer. This analysis is limited to well-mixed bound-
ary layer profiles only, defined as those with θe vertical changes of less than 1 K within the boundary layer. The
profiles are further classified into “shallow” and “deep” boundary layers according to their inversion heights,
with heights between 975–925 hPa and 900–800 hPa, respectively (Figure 1a). For each boundary layer type,
the median cloud fraction is computed from satellite data for varying values of sea ice cover, which is in turn
derived from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (Cavalieri, Gloersen, & Zwally, 1990).

The median cloud fraction profile for the shallow boundary layer (Figure 1b) depicts modest but notice-
able changes with sea ice cover amounts. Namely, both the median cloud fraction at levels above
900 hPa and cloud top height generally increase as sea ice cover amount decreases. This increase
becomes more evident for the deep boundary layer case (Figure 1c) except for minimal differences
between the two lowest sea ice cover bins. Overall, this preliminary analysis shows significant differences
in cloud structure and height that are associated with changes in sea ice cover amount for both shallow
and deep boundary layers.

Figure 1. Satellite retrievals from July 2006 to June 2010, between 70°N and 81°N; (a) median profiles of equivalent potential temperature (θe) from MERRA for the
atmosphere containing well-mixed boundary layer with top heights between 975–925 hPa and 900–800 hPa; (b and c) median profiles of cloud fraction from the
C3M data set sorted by sea ice cover amount for the shallow and deep well-mixed boundary layer in Figure 1a.
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1.2. Objective of This Study

This study is motivated by the results from Figure 1, Sotiropoulou et al. (2014), and Taylor et al. (2015)
but does not intend to replicate the observed atmospheric conditions in these studies. The main goal
of this study is to understand the changes in the dynamical and thermodynamic structure of the
AMPS boundary layer and the changes of cloud properties such as cloud amount, height, and thickness
in response to the variability in sea ice cover amount. This study addresses the following questions. How
is the decoupling of the boundary layer related to changes in surface temperature and sea ice cover
amount? How does the relative strength of turbulent sources on the surface and cloud top impact the
boundary layer response to sea ice cover change? What roles do cloud microphysical processes play in
this response?

In this study, a modeling approach is selected in order to avoid the limitations of scarce observational data.
We will use the large eddy simulation (LES) approach, which has the advantage of resolving boundary layer
turbulence while isolating the sea ice cover variability from other factors by controlling the initial conditions
and the large-scale advection. A series of simulations are performed, based upon two distinct atmospheric
conditions. They are constructed from observations from field experiments. We perform 4-day long LES inte-
grations to obtain the equilibrium response to sea ice variations. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget
and cloud microphysical budget will be analyzed to help addressing the proposed questions and achieve
the goal of this study.

2. Model Description and Simulation Setup
2.1. Model Description

The System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) model (Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003) version 6.10.6 is used for
the simulations performed in this study. SAM is a nonhydrostatic anelastic model that has been previously
used to study boundary layer clouds (e.g., Fan et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2005), with a monotonic advection
algorithm (Smolarkiewicz & Grabowski, 1990), and a Smagorinsky-type subgrid-scale parameterization.
Radiation is calculated using the Rapid Radiation Transfer Model package exported from the National
Center for Atmospheric Research Community Earth System Model (Collins et al., 2004). The model has
periodic lateral boundaries and a rigid lid for the domain top, with damping applied in the upper third of
the domain to reduce spurious gravity wave reflection.

This study uses the double-moment Morrison microphysical scheme (Morrison, Curry, & Khvorostyanov,
2005), which predicts cloud droplet, ice, rain, graupel, and snow mass mixing ratios and number concentra-
tions. The aerosol size follows the bimodal distribution (Morrison et al., 2008),

dN
d lnr

¼ Ntffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
lnσ

exp � ln2 r=rmð Þ
2 ln2σ

� �

where σ is the geometric standard deviation, rm is the mean aerosol radius, and Nt is the total number
concentration of each mode of the distribution. These parameters are prescribed for the smaller mode as
2.04, 0.052 μm, and 350 cm�3 (adjusted to 72.2 cm�3 for the Mixed-Phase Arctic Cloud Experiment case
described later to better match with the observations), and for the larger mode as 2.5, 1.3 μm and
1.8 cm�3, respectively.

The surface sensible heat flux (SHF) and latent heat flux (LHF) are calculated locally based on the surface
winds, temperature, and humidity. The heat and moisture transfer coefficients in the bulk formula for both
ocean and sea ice grid points are adapted from Large and Pond (1982), while the surface stress coefficient
follows Geleyn (1988). In addition, the ocean surface albedo is calculated as a function of solar zenith angle,
but it is prescribed over sea ice as 0.45 and 0.75 for wavelengths between 0.7 and 5 μm and between 0.2 and
0.7 μm, respectively.

2.2. Case Overview

Two cases are selected for this study, representing two very different synoptic underlying surface conditions
in the Arctic region during the transitions in spring and autumn, respectively. One is based on the observa-
tions on 7 May 1998 from the Surface Heat Budget of Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) and First International Satellite
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Cloud Climatology Project Regional Experiment-Arctic Cloud Experiment (Uttal et al., 2002). The observations
of this case have been presented and discussed in Zuidema et al. (2005), Morrison, Zuidema, Ackerman, et al.
(2011), Morrison, Zuidema, Mcfarquhar, et al. (2011) (hereafter referred to asMO11), and Fridlind et al. (2012).
These observations were collected on an icebreaker ship frozen into the Beaufort Sea ice at 76°N, 165°W,
when a broad low-level high-pressure system dominated the region. A boundary layer cloud deck was
persistent with a strong temperature inversion of 5–6 K over a depth of ~70 m and a relatively well-mixed
boundary layer below. The other case is based on the observations on 9 and 10 October 2004, during the
Mixed-Phase Arctic Cloud Experiment (M-PACE) (Verlinde et al., 2007). As described in Verlinde et al. (2007)
and Klein et al. (2009) (hereafter referred to as KL09), the M-PACE case was constructed based on the
observations around the DOE Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program’s Barrow (71°190N, 156°360W)
and Oliktok Point site during a cold-air outbreak period. The northeasterly flow around a low level
anticyclone located in the north of Alaska transported cold air over the sea ice in the north to the open
ocean of Beaufort Sea. Significant surface heat and moisture fluxes due to the cold air above the ocean
induced the formation of boundary layer clouds in the form of rolls or cloud streets.

As shown in Figure 2, the M-PACE boundary layer over the open ocean is deeper, warmer, and moister, with
strong northeasterly winds and advection of colder and drier air from the north. On the other hand, the
SHEBA boundary layer over 100% sea ice cover is significantly colder, drier, and shallower, with weaker south-
westerly to southeasterly winds. The magnitudes of horizontal advective warming andmoistening within the
boundary layer for SHEBA are much smaller than those of horizontal advective cooling and drying for M-PACE
(Figures 2d and 2e).

In this study, one reference simulation and five sea ice sensitivity (SIS) simulations prescribed with varying
amounts of sea ice cover that range from 0% to 100% at a 25% interval are conducted for SHEBA and
M-PACE cases separately. Their setup will be provided in sections 2.3 and 2.4. Hereafter, a simulation with
x% sea ice cover over the domain is referred to as the x% SHEBA/M-PACE simulation. For all simulations,
the model horizontal domain size is 3.2 km by 3.2 km, with 25 m by 25 m horizontal grid spacing. The vertical
grid spacing is 10m from surface to 3 km and is stretched to about 80m from 3 km to the domain top at 6 km.
The integration time step is 2 s for all simulations.

Figure 2. Initial profiles of (a) potential temperature (θ), (b) water vapor mixing ratio (qv), (c) zonal (solid) andmeridional (dashed) winds, large-scale horizontal advec-
tion of (d) temperature and (e) water vapor mixing ratio, and (f) large-scale pressure velocity (ω), for the SHEBA (black) and the M-PACE (red) reference simulations.
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2.3. Reference Simulation Setup

The reference SHEBA and M-PACE simulations are intended to replicate the simulations in MO11 and KL09.
The simulation setup is identical toMO11 and KL09 except that surface fluxes are computed but they are pre-
scribed in MO11 and KL09. Thus, surface fluxes are allowed to change with the underlying surface types and
the evolution of the boundary layer. The same initial thermodynamic and dynamical conditions, large-scale
advection of heat and moisture, and large-scale subsidence that are derived from the reanalysis data and
observations (Figure 2) used in MO11 and KL09 are used in these reference simulations. The same surface
temperatures, 257.4 K in MO11 and 274.01 K in KL09, are used for the entire domain. The model integration
for the reference simulations starts at 1200 UTC, 7 May for SHEBA, and 1700 UTC, 9 October for M-PACE, with
the large-scale forcing kept constant and wind nudged toward the prescribed wind profiles at a time scale of
1 h. The integration time is 15 h, instead of 12 h in MO11 and KL09. This integration time is long enough for
the surface fluxes to reach magnitudes comparable to the prescribed values in MO11 and KL09 (Table 1), but
not so long that the thermodynamic profiles drift away from initial values as the large-scale
advection persists.

2.4. Sea Ice Sensitivity (SIS) Simulation Setup

A series of the SIS simulations are carried out for SHEBA and M-PACE cases separately, beginning with the
reference simulation of each case. Four of the five SIS simulations are initiated with the final atmosphere state
produced by the simulation with 25% greater (SHEBA) or smaller (M-PACE) sea ice cover amount and
integrated for 48 h. The long integration time allows the model to produce nearly equilibrium responses
to sea ice and surface temperature variations at the end of each SIS simulation. Specifically, the reference
SHEBA and M-PACE simulations are first conducted, then the 75% SHEBA simulation and the 25% M-PACE
simulation are initiated with the final state of their reference simulations respectively, and the 50% SHEBA
and the 50% M-PACE simulations are initiated with the final state of the 75% SHEBA and the 25% M-PACE
simulations, and so on. Such a procedure saves spin-up time for the SIS simulations. The remaining SIS
simulations (100% SHEBA and 0%M-PACE), which are different from the respective reference simulations, will
be described later.

In the SIS simulations, different sea surface temperatures are prescribed to the designated grid points of “sea
ice” and “ocean.” For the 25%, 50%, and 75% simulations, the sea ice surface temperature is prescribed within
a square that covers the corresponding percentage of area centered in the domain (e.g., Figure 3a). The
decrease/increase of sea ice cover amount is often associated with the increase/decrease of sea ice surface

Table 1
The Surface Temperature, Sensible and Latent Heat Flux, Liquid Water Path (LWP) Including Cloud Liquid and Rain (Cloud Liquid Water Path, CWP), Ice Water Path (IWP)
Including Cloud Ice, Snow and Negligible Graupel (Cloud Ice Water Path, CIWP), Surface Precipitation Rate, Cloud Top Entrainment Rate, Longwave Cloud Radiative Effect
at the Surface, and Mean Cloud Ice Number Concentration Within AMPS Cloud Layer

ST (K)
SHF

(W m�2)
LHF

(W m�2)
LWP

(CWP) (g m�2)
IWP

(CIWP) (g m�2)
PRECIP
(mm d�1)

We
(cm s�1)

CRE
(W m�2)

Ni
(L�1)

SHEBA MO11 257.40 7.98 2.86 19.00 4.10 0.37 Na Na Na
Reference 257.40 3.82 0.25 15.03 (15.03) 2.49 (0.70) 0.38 0.27 63.5 2.6

0% 274.01 20.17 34.98 19.65 (19.65) 36.92 (6.05) 0.40 0.72 38.2 2.2
25% 271.35 16.54 27.30 16.71 (16.70) 28.78 (5.47) 0.35 0.37 44.0 2.8
50% 268.74 18.18 23.68 18.80 (18.80) 16.26 (2.90) 0.23 0.47 58.8 2.3
75% 264.17 16.04 16.61 21.17 (21.16) 11.48 (1.99) 0.28 0.37 64.3 3.0

100% 257.40 �0.79 0.04 0.00 (0.00) 0.03(0.02) 0.00 Na 0.05 0.2
M-PACE KL09 274.01 136.50 107.7 57.30 17.10 0.41 Na Na Na

Reference 274.01 102.89 105.97 111.22 (109.94) 28.75 (1.60) 0.89 0.90 68.2 1.2
0% 274.01 1.24 38.66 84.34(83.48) 2.02(0.09) 0.03 0.93 66.7 0.1

25% 271.35 4.33 40.20 133.60 (131.91) 2.76 (0.06) 0.09 0.52 72.7 0.1
50% 268.74 9.86 22.63 98.92 (98.17) 1.22 (0.05) 0.07 0.35 76.1 0.1
75% 264.17 16.00 10.73 60.30 (60.04) 0.72 (0.08) 0.08 0.28 74.9 0.1

100% 257.40 �0.44 0.18 0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.00 0.02 0.0 0.0

Note. All values are the averages over the last hour of model output for the reference simulations and the averages of the last 5 h of model output for the SIS
simulations. The averages over hour 11.5–12 of the DHARMA simulation in MO11 and the average over hour 4–12 of the median CRMs in KL09 are also shown.
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temperature, so the prescribed sea ice surface temperature is higher in simulations with smaller sea ice cover
amounts. The ice surface temperature is observed at 257.4 K for full ice coverage in May during the SHEBA
field experiment (MO11) and gradually increases to ~271 K as the ice sheets melt during the summer (Uttal
et al., 2002). Inferred from observations, the surface temperature of sea ice grid points in the simulations is
prescribed at 261.4 K for 75% sea ice cover, 265.4 K for 50%, and 269.4 K for 25%, in both SHEBA and
M-PACE cases. The ocean surface temperature is prescribed at 272 K (just above the typical freezing point
of seawater) for simulations with sea ice cover of 25%, 50%, and 75%. The surface temperatures of the 0%
SHEBA and the 100% M-PACE simulations are specified at 274.01 K and 257.4 K for the entire domain,
resembling the reference M-PACE and the reference SHEBA simulations, respectively.

The prescribed surface temperature is expected to impact the SHF and LHF. As an example, Figures 3b and 3c
show snapshots of the horizontal distributions of SHF and LHF for the 50% SHEBA simulation. Both SHF and
LHF are clearly discrete between ocean and sea ice areas of the model domain: strongly positive over the
ocean grid points but weakly positive or negative over the sea ice grid points. The variations in local SHF
and LHF for the same type of surface grid points are much smaller than those between the ocean and sea
ice surface types. The differences in domain-averaged SHF and LHF among the SIS simulations are mostly
due to the different amounts of sea ice cover, especially those of LHF (Table 1).

Another important consideration is how the large-scale horizontal advection profiles should be prescribed in
the SIS simulations. For this, we analyzed the large-scale horizontal advection from the MERRA reanalysis data
product that are matched to the data set for producing the results shown in Figures 1b and 1c, and little
correlation was found between the large-scale horizontal advection and the sea ice cover amount (not
shown). Thus, we are left with two choices. We can use the same forcing profiles used in the reference simu-
lations (Figures 2d–2f), which are designed for the 100% sea ice cover (MO11) and open ocean (KL09) surface
conditions. However, as the sea ice cover changes, the surface fluxes change and they can cause significant
rise or fall of the boundary layer height, which can result in a significant mismatch with the forcing profiles. It
is likely that such a mismatch may not yield consistent responses of the boundary layer to sea ice cover
variation. Since the main objective of this study is to investigate the response of cloud topped boundary layer
and cloud properties to sea ice cover variability, it is justifiable, for simplicity, to set the large-scale horizontal
heat and moisture advection to zero. This simplification means that the LES is put in a quasi-Lagrangian
framework (e.g., Krueger, McLean, & Fu, 1995), with large-scale subsidence, sea ice, surface temperature
being kept constant for 48 h. After 48 h, the model run continues with a new set of large-scale subsidence,
sea ice, and surface temperature in a manner described at the beginning of this section. The remote influence
on the responses of the boundary layer to sea ice cover variation is thus excluded in all SIS simulations, but
the effect of large-scale horizontal advection will be briefly discussed in section 3.2. For M-PACE, the large-
scale pressure velocity (ω) profile is kept the same as the reference simulation for all SIS simulations. The ω
profile for each SHEBA SIS simulation is adjusted by raising the pressure level at which the large-scale subsi-
dence reaches the maximum by approximately 60 hPa for every 25% increase in sea ice cover amount. This
adjustment is intended to maintain the relatively weak large-scale subsidence within the boundary layer
compared to that of the free troposphere (Figure 2f).

Figure 3. For the 50% SHEBA simulation, (a) the prescribed surface temperature, and (b) sensible and (c) latent heat flux at hour 48 of the model output.
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The impact of removing the large-scale heat and moisture advection from
the SIS simulations is assessed with two additional simulations (100%
SHEBA and 0% M-PACE). They use the same setup as the reference
simulations, but without large-scale horizontal heat and moisture advec-
tion. They are initiated from the same initial states of their respective
reference simulations and then integrated for 48 h. Results from compar-
ing these two SIS with reference simulations will be presented in
section 3.2. Note that these two simulations were not a part of the quasi-
Lagrangian integrations.

3. Results
3.1. Reference Simulations

Results from the reference simulations are in reasonable agreement with
the simulations analyzed inMO11 and KL09 and the observations reported
therein. A detailed comparison of these simulations withMO11 and KL09 is
shown below, utilizing the averages over the last hour of the
model output.

For the reference SHEBA simulation, the temporal evolution of SHF and
LHF is weak due to their small magnitudes (Figures 4a and 4b). The
average model-calculated SHF and LHF are 3.82 W m�2 and 0.25 W m�2,
compared to the averaged flux tower data of 7.98 W m�2 and
2.86 W m�2 reported in MO11. Liquid water path (LWP; including both
cloud liquid water and rainwater), ice water path (IWP; including cloud
ice, snow, and negligible graupel), and surface precipitation rate reach a
quasi-steady state after 5 h (Figures 4c–4e).

The boundary layer characteristics from the reference SHEBA simulation
resemble those from the Distributed Hydrodynamic Aerosol and
Radiative Modeling Application (DHARMA) (Fridlind et al., 2012) 3-D LES
documented in MO11, which uses 50 m horizontal grid spacing, a 3.2 km
by 3.2 km domain size, and detailed bin microphysics (Ackerman, Hobbs,
& Toon, 1995). The boundary layer liquid water potential temperature (θl)

is about 1 K cooler than the DHARMA model output averaged over 11.5 to 12 h, while the boundary layer
top height as well as total water mixing ratio (qt) are identical (Figures 5a and 5b). The amounts of cloud liquid
and ice are slightly smaller than DHARMA, as reflected in the average cloud liquid water (qc), cloud ice and
snow mixing ratio (qi + qs) profiles (solid profiles in Figures 6a and 6b), and the average LWP and IWP
(Table 1 and Figure 6d). The average LWP (15.0 g m�2) is within the ground-based retrieval values in MO11
that range from 10 to 40 g m�2, and the average IWP (2.5 g m�2) lies between DHARMA and the ground-
based range from 0.5 to 2 g m�2 (Figure 6d). The surface precipitation rate of 0.38 mm d�1 (Table 1 and
Figure 4c) is similar to the DHARMA result (0.37 mm d�1).

For the reference M-PACE simulation, the average SHF and LHF are 102.9 W m�2 and 106.0 W m�2
fluxes,

respectively, compared to the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis
data of 136.5 W m�2 and 107.7 W m�2 imposed to simulations in KL09 (Figures 7a and 7b). Although the
simulated LHF closely agrees with ECMWF, the simulated SHF is 33.6 W m�2 lower than ECMWF despite
the fact that the simulated boundary layer is ~1 K cooler than the initial condition. It is interesting to note that
the SHF from ECMWF is much larger than the extreme values from observations conducted over the Arctic
open ocean near sea ice margins (e.g., Sotiropoulou et al., 2016).

The average boundary layer characteristics also show substantial differences from those of cloud-resolving
model (CRM) ensemble-mean results documented in KL09, but still within the range of all CRMs.
Specifically, the average cloud liquid, cloud ice, and snow mixing ratios are greater than the median values
of all CRMs in KL09 (Figures 6e and 6f). The average surface precipitation (snow) rate (0.89 mm d�1) is more
than twice of the median snow rate of all CRMs (0.41 mm d�1) (Figure 7c). The average LWP (111.2 g m�2) is

Figure 4. Hourly averaged time series for the SHEBA simulations, (a) sensible
heat flux, (b) latent heat flux, (c) surface precipitation rate, (d) ice water
path, and (e) liquid water path. The colors indicate different simulations. The
gray dashed line in Figures 4a and 4b indicates the prescribed surface
fluxes in MO11, and the gray dashed line in Figure 4c represents the surface
precipitation rate from DHARMA in MO11.
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only about 10% greater than the median value of the average from 4 to 12 h of the CRM simulations with
double-moment microphysics in KL09 (100.0 g m�2) but is more than twice of the median value of all
CRMs in KL09 (57.3 g m�2) and about half of the retrieved values (224.2 g m�2 and 195.6 g m�2)
(Figure 6h). The average IWP (28.8 g m�2) is significantly greater than the median value of the CRMs with
double-moment cloud microphysics parameterizations (19.9 g m�2) and all CRMs (17.1 g m�2) but within
the range of retrieved IWPs (28.1 g m�2 to 30.1 g m�2; Figure 6h).

The vertical-velocity skewness shows very different characteristics of the turbulent boundary layers between
the two reference simulations. In SHEBA, the skewness is positive just below the cloud top but negative in the
rest of the boundary layer (Figure 8a). This is typical of the cloud top cooling-driven turbulence and repre-
sents a coupled boundary layer (Moeng & Rotunno, 1990). The thin layer near the cloud top with positive
skewness has been a mainstay of LES simulations of cloudy boundary layer under a strong inversion.
Moeng and Rotunno (1990) explained this by positively buoyant updrafts impinging on the inversion and
weak widespread downdrafts just below the inversion. In M-PACE, updrafts generated by surface heating
cannot reach all the way to the cloud top and downdrafts generated by radiative cooling cannot reach all
the way to the surface. This results in a decoupled boundary layer with a cloud layer of 0.7–0.8 km in thickness
(Figure 8b), accompanied by a minimum turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) near the cloud base (Figures 6e
and 6g).

3.2. Impact of Large-Scale Horizontal Advection

The SHEBA (MO11) and M-PACE (KL09) intercomparison cases were designed to produce quasi-steady
thermodynamic profiles above the boundary layer that resemble the initial conditions. This is evidenced from
a comparison between the initial conditions and the profiles at 15 h of the reference simulations (Figure 5),
especially for SHEBA. For the free atmosphere, the horizontal advection is balanced by the vertical advection
of the moisture and heat (plus radiative cooling) in the budget equations. Note that the large-scale vertical

Figure 5. Liquid water potential temperature (θl) and total water (qt) profiles for the (upper row) SHEBA and (bottom row) M-PACE reference simulations (solid
magenta), 100% SHEBA and 0% M-PACE simulations (solid black), averaged over 15 h of model output. The dotted black lines are the initial profiles of the refer-
ence SHEBA andM-PACE simulations, and the gray dashed lines are the average of 11.5–12 h fromDHARMA inMO11 and the average of 4–12 h frommedian CRMs in
KL09.
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velocity is prescribed but the model can adjust the vertical gradients of potential temperature and water
vapor mixing ratio to achieve a new balance once the horizontal advection is removed. This can directly
impact the boundary layer. Thus, the equilibrium profiles can be drastically different from the
initial conditions.

Due to their large magnitudes in the boundary layer of M-PACE (Figures 2d and 2e), the removal of horizontal
advective cooling and drying tendencies results in much warmer (4 K) and moister (0.3–0.6 g kg�1) boundary
layer. The free atmosphere also undergoes similar changes except with smaller magnitudes. Thus, the inver-
sion strength is slightly stronger than in the reference simulation. The warmer and moister boundary layer
results in much smaller SHF and LHF; that is, SHF is reduced from 103 W m�2 to 1.2 W m�2, while LHF is
reduced from 106 W m�2 to 39 W m�2 (Table 1). The reduction in SHF and LHF occurs mostly in the first
24 h of the integration as the boundary layer responds to the removal of horizontal advection. The boundary
layer top, cloud top, and base are higher by ~200 m at 15 h (Figures 5c, 5d, and 6e). Due to the reduction of
LHF, LWP is reduced by 24% but IWP is reduced from 29 g m�2 to 2 g m�2. This result may be related to the
increases of ice sublimation (Savre et al., 2015) and stronger decoupling. The latter is seen from the vertical
profiles of TKE with minima at ~0.7 km (Figure 6g). In addition, the stronger inversion also increases the
strength of TKE source at the cloud top relative to that of the surface. This point will be further discussed
when the SIS simulations are compared in section 3.3.

Because of the much smaller magnitudes in SHEBA, the removal of horizontal advective cooling (above the
boundary layer top) and moistening tendencies (within the boundary layer; Figures 2d and 2e) has relatively
small impact to potential temperature (~1.5 K) and total water mixing ratio (<0.1 g kg�1) at 15 h. However,
the lack of moistening sources from horizontal advection and surface LHF results in the dissipation of the
cloud layer and a very thin boundary layer (Figures 6a–6c). The collapsing of the cloud layer eliminates the
TKE source at the boundary layer top. A thin layer of mechanical-driven turbulence remains (Figure 6c). As
sea ice cover amount increases, surface LHF increases, which provides a moisture source for cloud formation
in the SIS simulations. Thus, moistening due to horizontal advection is an important source for the mainte-
nance of Arctic clouds over ice-covered surface.

Figure 6. For the (upper row) SHEBA and (bottom row) M-PACE simulations, (a and e) the cloud liquid water mixing ratio (qc) (solid), cloud liquid and ice mixing ratio
(qc + qi) (dashed); (b and f) cloud ice and snow mixing ratio (qi + qs) (solid), cloud ice water mixing ratio (qi) (dashed); (c and g) the resolved turbulent kinetic
energy; (d and h) the domain-mean liquid water path as a function of domain-mean ice water path. The reference simulations for SHEBA and M-PACE (solid
magenta), 100% SHEBA and 0% M-PACE simulations (solid black) are averaged over the hour 15 of model output. The gray dashed profiles in Figures 6a to 6c
and the black circles in Figure 6d indicate the average of 11.5–12 h from DHARMA in MO11. The gray dashed profiles in Figures 6e and 6f and the black circle in
Figure 6h indicate 4–12 h frommedian CRMs in KL09. In Figures 6d and 6h, the triangles are results from our simulations, the stars indicate the ground-based retrieval
values reported in MO11, and the retrievals at Barrow reported in KL09.
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3.3. Sea Ice Sensitivity Simulations

The responses of cloud topped boundary layer and cloud properties
to the change of sea ice cover amount are analyzed in this section.
Although the SIS simulations do not reach equilibrium, the temporal
evolutions of surface fluxes, precipitation, IWP, and LWP become
much steadier toward the end of integration compared to the first
10 h (Figures 4 and 7). Therefore, averages from the 44 to 48 h of
the model output are obtained for this discussion.
3.3.1. Boundary Layer Response to the Change of Sea Ice
Cover Amount
As the amount of sea ice cover changes for both sets of quasi-
Lagrangian simulations, the boundary layer of a new SIS simulation
adjusts to the sea ice surface temperature and surface SH and LH
fluxes evolve with the changes in the boundary layer (Figures 4a
and 4b and 7a and 7b). At the nearly equilibrium states (the averaging
period of 44 to 48 h), one can see that in both the SHEBA and M-PACE
experiments, smaller sea ice cover amount always corresponds to
greater boundary layer temperature and moisture content, higher
boundary layer height, smaller potential temperature jump at the
inversion (Figure 9), and greater cloud top entrainment rate
(Table 1; except for 25% SHEBA simulation). Both the 100% SHEBA
and M-PACE simulations produce very shallow boundary layers,
related to the collapse of cloud layer resulting from the lack of moist-
ure source, as discussed in section 3.2. For the same sea ice cover
amount, the higher boundary layer heights in the SHEBA simulations
reflect the weaker large-scale subsidence (Figure 2f) and the more
strongly decoupled states of the boundary layers, compared to the
M-PACE simulations. Observations showed that clouds with tops
below 700m tend to get coupled to the surface, whereas those whose

tops are above 900 m remain decoupled from it (Sotiropoulou et al., 2014). Although the potential tempera-
ture is well mixed in the boundary layer, there are large gradients in the moisture profiles, especially in the
subcloud layers of all SHEBA simulations and the 0% M-PACE simulation. This feature was observed in the
decoupled boundary layers (Sotiropoulou et al., 2014).

In the following, the results of the SHEBA SIS simulations will be discussed first then compared to the M-PACE
counterpart. For the SHEBA simulations, the inversion and cloud top height deepen from 1.2 km (75% sea
ice), 1.6 km (50% sea ice), and 2.0 km (25% sea ice) to 2.4 km (sea ice free) as the sea ice cover amount

Figure 7. Same as Figure 4, but for the M-PACE simulations. (a and b) The gray
dashed line indicates the prescribed surface fluxes in KL09.

Figure 8. For the (a) SHEBA and (b) M-PACE reference simulations, the temporal evolution of domain-mean cloud liquid and ice water mixing ratio profile (outer
black contour indicates 0.005 g kg�1; inner black contour indicates 0.02 g kg�1), as well as the vertical velocity skewness (color shaded).
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decreases (Figures 9a, 9b, 10a, and 11a). The 100% sea ice simulation (Figure 11a) is not included in this
discussion because of the collapse of cloud layer. The higher cloud top for smaller sea ice cover amount is
consistent with our satellite observational analysis (Figure 1), and with Schweiger et al. (2008) over the sea
ice margin area, but is not representative of the SHEBA in situ observations that report the highest inversion
at 1.2 km during winter when the boundary layer is cold and saturated (Uttal et al., 2002). This suggests that
the SIS simulations are analogous to scenarios over the sea ice margin area where the sea ice cover amount
may vary significantly from open ocean to various amounts of sea ice cover, provided that the horizontal
advection of heat and moisture is small.

The differences between the SHEBA SIS simulations are likely related to changes in the relative importance of
turbulent sources according to the TKE budget,

∂e
∂t

¼ w0b
0 � u0w0 ∂u

∂z
þ v 0w0 ∂v

∂z

� �
� ∂w0e0

∂z
� ∂
∂z

1
ρ0

w0p0
� �

� ε;

where e is the TKE, b the buoyancy, p the pressure, and u, v, andw the x-, y-, and z-direction wind components,
respectively. The overbar donates the horizontal domain average and the prime the perturbation from the
average. The right-hand side terms are the buoyancy production, the shear production, the TKE transport,
the pressure work, and the dissipation (ε), which are shown in Figures 12a–12d. As seen from thew0b

0
profiles,

there are two peaks in buoyancy production, one near the surface and another near the top of the boundary
layer. The in-cloud turbulence is mainly driven by cloud top cooling in the higher sea ice simulations
(Figure 12g), as also seen from the presence of more negative than positive vertical-velocity skewness within
the cloud layer (Figure 11a). The decrease of cloud top radiative cooling with decreasing sea ice increases the
importance of the surface turbulence source relative to the cloud top source, as evidenced from the increas-
ing positive vertical-velocity skewness within the cloud layer and the subcloud layer (Figure 11a). However,
the surface buoyancy flux (w0θ

0
v , where θv is the virtual potential temperature) changes little with sea ice

amount (Figure 12e). This weak sensitivity agrees with observations of Sotiropoulou et al. (2014), which

Figure 9. Same as Figure 5, but for the SIS simulations averaged over 44–48 h of model output. The colors indicate different simulations.
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reported that the surface fluxes are very similar for coupled and decoupled boundary layers over the sea ice
margin area.

The different SIS simulations share similar vertical structures in the buoyancy and shear productions except
that the simulations with smaller sea ice amounts have thicker cumulus layers below the overlying stratocu-
mulus layer. The cumulus cloud layer differs from the overlying stratocumulus layer in that the vertical-
velocity skewness is mostly positive in the former whereas it is mostly negative in the latter except for a thin
layer of ~50 m thickness near the cloud top (Figure 11a). This thin layer with negative buoyancy and
buoyancy TKE production (Figures 12a–12d) is due to entrainment of warm air from above. Within the
stratocumulus layer, the less buoyant air is transported downward from the cloud top, resulting in the
top-heavy profile of buoyancy flux and the buoyancy production (Figures 12a–12e). Below the cumulus cloud
layer, a layer of negative buoyancy with a minimum at ~0.6 km is due to sublimation of precipitating ice
(Figure 10b), which is referred to as the decoupling height. This height is associated with the minimum

Figure 10. Same as Figure 6, but for the SIS simulations averaged over 44–48 h of model outputs. The colors indicate different simulations.

Figure 11. Same as Figure 8, but for the (a, upper row) SHEBA and (b, bottom row) M-PACE SIS simulations.
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vertical velocity variance (w0 2 ). The buoyancy minimum results in negative buoyancy flux (w0θ
0
v ); the shear

production (and upward TKE transport to a less degree) tends to cancel out the negative buoyancy produc-
tion in the 50% and 75% simulations with peaks being slightly below the decoupling height, which reduces
the strength of decoupling. The peaks of shear production are located above the decoupling height in the 0%
and 25% simulations, while the TKE transports are mostly downward in the lower part of the cumulus layer.
Either does not reduce the strength of the decoupling in these two simulations, compared to the 50% and
75% simulations.

The response of M-PACE cloud topped boundary layer to the increase of sea ice cover amount mostly resem-
bles a reverse process of the SHEBA simulations with the decrease of sea ice cover amount. A major difference
is that the boundary layers in M-PACE are shallower and more strongly coupled especially for the 50% and
75% sea ice simulations (Figures 9c, 9d, and 11b) than their SHEBA counterparts. The inversion and cloud
top height change from 1.6 km (0% sea ice), 1.25 km (25% sea ice), and 0.85 km (50% sea ice) to 0.55 km
(75% sea ice) as sea ice increases. The 0% M-PACE simulation has a boundary layer driven by strong cloud
top cooling (related to the dominance of liquid water droplets; Figures 10e, 10f, and 10h) and weak surface
heating over open ocean (Figure 13a). As the sea ice cover amount increases from 0% to 75%, the SHF and
surface buoyancy flux slightly increase instead of decrease in their SHEBA counterparts (Table 1 and
Figure 13e). Weakly decoupled boundary layers can be seen from the vertical-velocity skewness for the 0%
and 25% simulations (Figure 11b). That is, the updrafts from the surface weaken, the downdrafts from cloud
top become narrower and stronger, and the boundary layer becomes fully coupled for the 50% and
75% simulations.

In contrast to SHEBA, the primary source of boundary layer turbulence in M-PACE is the cloud top radiative
cooling as indicated by the positive buoyancy production in the entire boundary layer of 25%, 50%, and
75% simulations since the shear production is nearly zero for the entire boundary layer except near the

surface (Figures 13a–13d). This is also evident from the profiles ofw0 2 andw0θ
0
v , which have a maximum near

the cloud top and decrease downward to the surface (Figures 13b–13f). In the 0% simulation, the decoupling

height is located at ~0.6 kmwith negative buoyancy production and smallw0 2. The turbulent transport of TKE
is downward in the upper part of cloud layer and upward in the lower part of the boundary layer for the 25%

Figure 12. For the SHEBA SIS simulations, (a–d) the profiles of model resolved turbulent kinetic energy production due to buoyancy (red), wind shear (black), turbu-
lent transport (green), pressure correlation (blue), and dissipation (pink), (e) turbulent transport of virtual potential temperature (buoyancy flux), (f) vertical velocity
variance, and (g) radiative heating (cooling) rate, all averaged over 44–48 h of model output. From Figures 12e–12g, the colors indicate different simulations.
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and 50%M-PACE simulations (Figures 13b and 13c), largely resembling the boundary layer of the 75% SHEBA
simulation. Further, the pressure work term is slightly more important within the cloud layer, compared to the
75% SHEBA simulation.

Despite the differences in the boundary layer turbulent characteristics between the SHEBA and M-PACE SIS
simulations as discussed above, the difference in boundary layer temperature between two SIS simulations
is nearly proportional to that in their sea ice cover amount, for both SHEBA and M-PACE cases. On the other
hand, the differences in moisture and turbulent properties within the boundary layer are also influenced by
cloud processes, as discussed later. For instance, the boundary layer in M-PACE simulations is always more
turbulent andmore coupled for the same sea ice cover amount than in the SHEBA simulations. And the buoy-
ancy generation at the cloud top is stronger (Figures 12a–12d and 13a–13d), due to greater cloud top radia-
tive cooling (Figures 12g and 13g) resulting from more opaque clouds associated with larger LWP
(Figures 10d and 10h). Thus, the surface turbulent source becomes less important in M-PACE.
3.3.2. Cloud Response to the Change of Sea Ice Cover Amount
As discussed above, the AMPS clouds and the boundary layer deepen but the cloud base remains the same as
sea ice cover amount decreases in the SHEBA SIS simulations (Figure 10a). The turbulence generated by the
surface source grows stronger relative to that generated by the cloud top source. The maximum value of
averaged cloud liquid water mixing ratio profile decreases from 0.12 g kg�1 in the 75% SHEBA simulation
to 0.05 g kg�1 in the 0% SHEBA simulation. The opposite is true for the maximum value of averaged cloud
ice mixing ratio profile, increasing from 0.0020 g kg�1 to 0.0036 g kg�1 (Figure 10b). To understand these
trends, the tendencies of different water species for the 25%, 50%, and 75% simulations are presented in
Figure 14a. The cloud ice and snow increase in the entire cloud layer through deposition (dashed blue profiles
in Figure 14a), facilitated by the vertical advection of water vapor from below the cloud base (solid black
profiles in Figure 14a). The growth of cloud liquid droplets is primarily associated with the turbulence driven
by cloud top cooling, evidenced by the peak rate close to the cloud top. The vertical advection of water vapor
is due to the buoyancy-generated turbulence driven by the surface source, which increases water vapor in
the cloud layer (and then consumed by deposition) but depletes water vapor in the subcloud layer. This
mixing becomes weaker as sea ice cover decreases, creating less well-mixed layer in total water mixing ratio
(Figure 9b) as the strength of decoupling increases. This result is consistent with observations of Sotiropoulou
et al. (2014). As expected, sedimentation decreases cloud ice and snow within the cloud layer but increases
them below the cloud base.

Figure 13. Same as Figure 12, but for the M-PACE SIS simulations.
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Next, we use LWP and IWP, which are integrated over the cloud layer, to concisely discuss the cloud response
to sea ice cover variation. For the SHEBA SIS simulations, smaller sea ice cover amounts correspond to greater
average IWPs (up to 37 g m�2 in the 0% SHEBA simulation), but not always greater LWPs (Table 1 and
Figure 10d). For the temporal evolution of LWP and IWP, there are larger fluctuations in simulations with
smaller sea ice amounts (and the more strongly decoupled boundary layers), due perhaps to the presence
of shallow cumulus (Figures 4d and 4e). While the increase of IWP and LWP during the early hours of model
integration may reflect the deepening of the cloud topped boundary layer, the decrease of LWP at the later
stage is mainly associated with the decrease of cloud liquid within the top most 0.2 km of the cloud layer as
the turbulence generated from cloud top weakens (Figure 10a). The decrease of cloud liquid near cloud top
may also be caused by (1) the limited moisture source from the surface as the boundary layer becomes
strongly decoupled, (2) the drying due to cloud top entrainment (evaporation), and (3) the strong phase
change from water vapor to ice.

The shallower and more coupled boundary layers in the M-PACE SIS simulations alter the partitioning
between IWP and LWP and their responses to the changes of sea ice cover amount, compared to SHEBA.
LWP dominates IWP in all M-PACE simulations (including the reference one), which is only true for the refer-
ence SHEBA simulation (Table 1). This is explained from Figure 14b. Within the AMPS cloud layer of the 25%,
50%, and 75% M-PACE simulations, buoyancy-generated turbulence (Figures 13b–13d) induces weak
production of cloud ice and snow, which is redistributed vertically by sedimentation and advection (dashed
profiles in Figure 14b). The cloud liquid water is generated by turbulence near the cloud top, and it is moved
downward through sedimentation as the boundary layer becomes shallower (solid red profiles in Figure 14b),
and very small amount of rain is produced (not represented in Figure 14b). The change in LWP/IWP with sea
ice cover can also been seen from the longwave cloud radiative effect (CRE), which is defined as the differ-
ence between all-sky net longwave radiative flux and clear-sky net longwave radiative flux at the surface.
The CRE varies by less than 5Wm�2 among the 25%, 50%, and 75%M-PACE simulations for the LWP variation
of 73.3 g m�2 between the 25% and 75% simulations. The CRE is much less sensitive to the changes in LWP
among the M-PACE SIS simulations compared to the SHEBA SIS simulations (Table 1), probably due to the
reduced sensitivity of more opaque liquid clouds associated with large LWPs in the M-PACE simulations.

Figure 14. For (a, upper row) SHEBA and (b, bottom row) M-PACE simulations, the profiles of water tendency due to vertical advection (black), phase change (blue),
and sedimentation (red), averaged over 44–48 h of model output. The solid profiles represent the sum of water vapor and cloud liquid water, and the dashed
profiles represent the sum of cloud ice and snow. Within the inversion layer of M-PACE profiles, the maxima of qv + qc tendency due to vertical advection are 49
(25% M-PACE), 35 (50% M-PACE), and 16 g kg�1 d�1 (75% M-PACE), and the minima of qv + qc tendency due to sedimentation are of �30 (25% M-PACE), �23
(50% M-PACE), �11 g kg�1 d�1 (75% M-PACE).
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Thus, the thinner mixed-phase clouds in the SHEBA simulations exert greater impacts on the surface energy
budget as sea ice melts (Bennartz et al., 2013).

As demonstrated by both the SHEBA andM-PACE simulations, the responses of AMPS cloud properties to the
variation of sea ice cover amount are influenced by microphysical processes and changes of boundary layer
turbulent sources. There are some important differences in microphysical processes between the two cases.
The cloud ice increases with the decrease of sea ice cover amount in the SHEBA simulations, while the limited
moisture source and cloud top entrainment suppress the growth of cloud liquid water. The greater cloud top
cooling of AMPS clouds in the M-PACE simulations, due to significantly larger LWP compared to the SHEBA
simulations with the same sea ice cover amounts, generates stronger turbulence that reaches all the way
to the surface. The lack of moisture advection from below the cloud base in the M-PACE SIS simulations leads
to little growth of cloud ice, while the existing cloud ice is removed by precipitation. Another difference
between the two cases is that the ice crystal number concentration is significantly smaller in the M-PACE
SIS simulations than the SHEBA SIS simulations with the same amount of sea ice cover (Table 1), consistent
with the smaller cloud ice mixing ratio and precipitation rate.

4. Summary and Discussion

The responses of the AMPS boundary layer near the sea ice margins to the change of underlying sea ice cover
amount have been investigated in this study. We performed two sets of model simulations that mimic the
transitions of the Arctic boundary layer resulting from the sea ice cover amount increase and decrease,
respectively. The SHEBA and M-PACE simulations have demonstrated that the turbulent sources of the
AMPS boundary layer come from cloud top cooling and surface heating. As long as the cloud contains signif-
icant amount of liquid water, the cloud top cooling can maintain a well-mixed boundary layer of a few
hundred meters driven by buoyancy-generated turbulence. The boundary layer driven by cloud top cooling
becomes less coupled to the surface and less well mixed (especially in total water mixing ratio), as the sea ice
cover amount decreases, due to the increased surface temperature and deepening of the boundary layer.
That is, the decoupling of the cloud layer from the surface may happen over relatively warm sea ice margin
areas due to the surface temperature increase as in the SHEBA case and observations (e.g., Sotiropoulou et al.,
2014), while over cold sea ice pack, the decoupling is more likely caused by large-scale advection of warmer
air as described in Shupe et al. (2013).

On the other hand, increasing the sea ice cover amount lowers the boundary layer height and reduces the
relative importance of the turbulence generated at the surface. This allows the boundary layer to be well
mixed by turbulence driven by cloud top cooling. This process occurring for the M-PACE simulations with
increasing sea ice coverage mostly resembles a reverse process of the SHEBA simulations with decreasing
sea ice coverage despite the fact that the M-PACE boundary layers are shallower and dominated by liquid-
phase clouds. In either set of simulations, the effect of large-scale advection, which can impact the boundary
layer thermodynamic properties and surface SH and LH fluxes, is not included. This, in turn, changes the
relative importance of two turbulent sources. The sensitivity to sea ice cover variation found in this study is
therefore expected to change.

The changes of liquid and ice water in the AMPS clouds are not in a linear relationship with the variation of
sea ice cover amount, although greater IWP is always associated with smaller sea ice coverage in either
SHEBA or M-PACE simulations. Their relationship is strongly influenced by microphysical processes and the
changes of boundary layer turbulent source. As the sea ice cover amount decreases in the SHEBA simulations,
the vertical advection of water vapor spurs the growth of cloud ice and snow, while the limited moisture
source suppresses the increase of cloud liquid water. On the other hand, the increase of sea ice cover amount
for the M-PACE simulations leads to the dominance of turbulence driven by cloud top cooling in the entire
boundary layer, and the significant reduction of moisture supply from the surface, which are further related
to the reduction of cloud ice number concentration and IWP.

The change of AMPS cloud properties with sea ice coverage in the sensitivity simulations could be potentially
altered by additional source of moisture. Solomon, Shupe, and Persson (2014) have concluded that, for an
AMPS boundary layer driven by cloud top cooling, the choice of moisture source from either above or below
the AMPS cloud has little impact on LWP, but the removal of both sources would lead to the decay of the
AMPS cloud, as also found in this study for the 100% sea ice simulations without large-scale horizontal
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advection. For the M-PACE sensitivity simulations, adding large-scale advection of moisture above the cloud
top could help maintain the cloud liquid and ice water as the sea ice cover amount increases. On the other
hand, the AMPS clouds in the SHEBA simulations may not be significantly different if a moisture source is
added above the cloud top, since their moisture source comes from the surface. A careful design of simula-
tions with large-scale advection will be needed to mimic the observed large-scale environments of the Arctic
boundary layer to further understand the processes examined in this highly idealized study.

In our simulations, the geometry of sea ice cover prescribed within the domain does not have a significant
effect on the relationship between cloud and boundary layer properties and sea ice variation. This is demon-
strated by two additional 75% SHEBA and 25% M-PACE simulations, with prescribed sea ice cover along the
side of the domain instead of in the center, with other simulation setups unchanged. Compared with their
counterparts in the SIS experiments, these two additional simulations are only different in spatial variability,
but almost no difference is found in domain-averaged cloud condensate, cloud height and thickness, and
turbulent properties.

The results of each simulation with a specific sea ice cover amount are sensitive to the prescribed sea ice and
ocean surface temperature. The temporal variation of ocean surface temperature is relatively small compared
to the sea ice surface temperature, whereas the sea ice surface temperature depends on the stage of melting,
the solar radiation, the internal heat storage of brine pockets, the insulation of accumulated snow over sea
ice, and the transfer of heat from the warm ocean below (Semtner, 1976). The changes of boundary layer
and cloud properties described in this study are associated with the changes in domain-average surface
temperature and fluxes, which are determined by both the percentage of sea ice cover and the prescribed
surface temperatures.

This study isolates the effects of sea ice cover amount and the related surface conditions in the AMPS
boundary layer near the sea ice margins, which is one of the many components that affect the AMPS.
Our results are able to qualitatively explain observed changes in cloud height as a function of sea ice cover
amount in relatively well-mixed boundary layers. Studies on the greater Arctic with more integrated
processes will benefit from a deeper understanding of the effect of sea ice cover in the boundary
layer processes.
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